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Prep: A bag of marshmallows, slips of paper with directions, toothpicks, etc.  
Activity: Assignment—one group: make something out of given materials 
(marshmallows, toothpicks). Another group: make the tallest building you can 
using the same materials. Each group is given 10 minutes to create something 
with the materials.  
The materials are the same. One group will have a focus and purpose. The other 
group will not.  
 
Questions:  
For the group with no focus: 
How did you decide what to create? What process did you go through? 
What were some of the challenges or frustrations you encountered?  

 
For the group with focus:  
What was your creation process? How did you create your building?  
What were some of the challenges or frustrations you encountered?  
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Generally, when we know where we’re headed, we waste less time deciding on 
what we are doing, where we are going, what we are making. We know what the 
desired end result is and so we move towards that picture.  
 
If we do not have an idea, we will spend a lot of time discussing, or in some 
cases, even arguing, over whose idea is best or what to pursue.  
 
This is true in businesses and churches, in committees and board meetings. 
When there is a sense of purpose and vision to work towards, we are able to 
make our movements, our actions, our activities count. We know what we’re 
aiming for.  
 
It is no less true in marriage. When God instituted marriage, He had a purpose 
and vision in mind. The question is, what is it? Today, we’ll talk about several 
purposes in marriage.  
 

1. Marriage is a place where God meets our needs for companionship (we 
talked about this last week a bit).  

2. Marriage is the context God designed for raising the next generation of His 
disciples. 

3. Marriage is a launching pad for the Great Commission. (Eldredge)  
 
Before we go on, let’s take some time to invite the Lord in to our discussion 
today:  
Dearest Father, first and foremost, we want to come before you this morning with 
thanksgiving. Help us to make the choice to be thankful, particularly for our 
husbands. [Can you think of 3 things in which to thank God for your husband or 
something concerning where you are at right now in your marriage?] As we 
choose to thank you, I pray that you will open our eyes to look at our marriages 
as blessings as well as to seek a way to be a blessing.  
 
Thank You, Lord, for also blessing our union with children. Thank you for giving 
us the privilege to raise them up for you. Thank you for trusting us to steward 
these precious people. As we seek to care for our children for your name’s sake, 
will you also begin to start planting seeds of purpose in our hearts—not just for 
our children, but for our marriage as well? Some of us may be approaching the 
empty nest years soon. But even now, as we go through the unending day in-day 
out of raising our kids, will you please help us to find connection points as well as 
a sense of direction for our family, one that knits us together instead of tearing us 
apart. Awaken our hearts to your vision and your voice. In Jesus’ name, Amen.  
 
Last time, we talked about God bringing Adam and Eve together for one another. 
Although Scripture explicitly talks about Adam’s need for a helper, I do not 
doubt—given what I know about myself—that God has given us our husbands to 
meet our needs as well.  
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But I don’t think God intended for it to end there. Remember what He 
commanded Adam and Eve to do? He told them to be fruitful and multiply, have 
children to enlarge their family, but he also wanted them to subdue and rule over 
all the rest of creation. All of creation’s creatures and resources were to be under 
their stewardship. The intention was that they would do good for the world that 
they lived in. It is important to note that this command was given before the Fall 
in Genesis 1:28. Before Adam and Eve had any children, they already had a job 
to do—together! We’ll look at the implications of these two commands this 
morning.  
 
I believe the same is true for us. God has not only given us each other as life 
companions, He has also designed for us a life mission. What God gives Adam 
and Eve is the general plan. They were to fill the earth with their offspring and 
they were to rule and care for the world in which they lived. They were to do so 
by working with that world under the hand of God to help it bring forth what it was 
created to be.  
 
For us as parents, the first purpose and vision that God has for us is to raise 
up children for Him. Like I mentioned in our first class, our children need us to 
stay married. Ideally, we are more than just staying married though. As we talked 
about in the past couple of weeks, we want to actively be growing in our own 
walk with God and growing in our commitment to our spouses. When we are 
healthy (not perfect) and our relationship with our husbands are deepening, I 
think they get the very best we can give them.  
 
Throughout Scripture, children are meant to be a blessing to a married couple. 
Our culture has subverted that and done away with the marriage part or skewed 
it to fit its own desires. But God has always intended for children to be born into 
homes where there is one mother and one father. Research and studies have 
shown that this is the best place for children to thrive.  
 
But for us, being parents is sometimes like our activity this morning. When our 
firstborn is placed in our arms, we are given the responsibility over the life of 
another. God has given us charge over this young life. For you and your 
husband, being parents together is one of God’s greatest missions in marriage.  
 
Some of us go about it very intentionally and purposefully. Others of us may get 
our cues from the culture, or we look at what our friends are doing, and follow 
them, or do what our parents did for us. Still more others of us may just fly by the 
seat of our pants, doing whatever sounds good at the moment and worry about 
the consequences later.  
 
But wouldn’t it be better if we went straight to the source? I didn’t mention it in the 
activity, but there was one way you could know for sure what I was thinking of. 
There was nothing in the activity today that said you cannot ask me directly what 
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I was thinking of. Likewise, we can seek the Lord directly to find out what He 
desires for us. Although there isn’t one book devoted to raising children, we can 
tell that one of the greatest purposes a married couple has is to pass on the faith 
and values they have to the next generation. There is nothing greater that we can 
do together for our children. It’s not just mom’s job or dad’s job. They need us 
both. 
 
Not only are we to pass on our faith, we are to also equip them with skills for 
living. We pass on lessons that we have learned in the hopes that they won’t 
have to learn it the hard way. We can even pass on our interests and hobbies.  
 
Parenting can either bring a couple together or it can drive us apart. I believe that 
God uses marriage to draw a couple together into one vision and purpose as 
they raise their children. The husband and wife each have a special role to play, 
based on their gender. Together, as a team, we complement one another on this 
crucial work on passing on the faith to the next generation.  
 
Take a look at your marriage, specifically in the area of raising children. Do you 
and your husband agree? Do you have a common goal for the growth of your 
children? This is something that is worth sitting down and hashing out. If you 
want one thing, but your husband wants another for your children, you can be 
sure that your marriage will be affected, even though you both want what is best 
for your kids.  
 
Dan and I work very hard on this one. Earlier on, we had talked over what we 
believe God’s #1 goal for us as parents is. To sum it up, it is to have godly 
children who love the Lord and are equipped to serve Him in their generation. 
Knowing this has helped us to navigate through all the opportunities and options 
that are before parents today. Every opportunity may be good, but it may not be 
the best to achieve the one thing that God has put on our hearts to do.  
 
Every year, we like to go on a retreat, just the two of us, to evaluate where our 
kids are, their strengths and the areas they need training or growth in. As they 
grow up, they enter different developmental stages or new life circumstances. He 
has one way of seeing things. I have another. But when we work together and 
agree on which battles we are going to fight, and which ones we are not, we end 
up creating a better environment for our kids.  
 
This also gives us the united front that keeps children from pitting one parent 
against the other. Kids know how to do that. When we are in harmony with one 
another, we are able to keep them from driving us apart.  
 
In this, we are joint coaches with goals. If we begin with the end in mind, you will 
find it a lot easier. We have even written this out in a form of a mission statement. 
Stephen Covey, author of The 7 Habits of Highly Effective People says, “…your 
mission statement becomes your constitution, the solid expression of your vision 
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and values. It becomes the criterion by which you measure everything else in 
your life.” Know where you’re going and then make sure each step you take 
heads you in that direction. Henri Nouwen adds this: “Without a clear goal our 
lives become fragmented into many tasks and obligations that drain us and leave 
us with a feeling of exhaustion and uselessness.” 
  
Here’s a simple way to start. After you set your long-term vision, create short 
term goals under it, like in 5, 10, 15, 20 years. Consider where your child is now, 
in age and stage. Work with your husband, because sometimes he will see 
things in a different light. Then prayerfully seek the Lord together to help you to 
focus on one thing for each child in the coming year. 
 
Our children, our homes, are our first ministry together. And yet, I don’t think that 
is all there is. Our homes and families aren’t the center of the universe. They are 
a part of God’s greater body. I like to think of each home as a smaller subset of 
His greater body, the church. Our children are our first ministry, even above the 
work he is paid to do as a pastor. Working together to raise our children for Him 
is our greatest task together.  
 
But I don’t think that’s all. God wanted Adam and Eve to care for and steward the 
world that they had been given. Likewise, I think that God has work for us to do 
together to further the work of God in the Great Commission. What are we 
going to do when the kids grow up? We need to work on something together 
besides raising children.  
 
I think John and Stasi Eldredge say this very well, so I’m going to just read it to 
you from their book, Love and War (p. 112). [Read from book.]  
  
This is another thing my husband and I do together during our marriage retreats, 
besides discussing our kids. We dream together. We try to seek the Lord’s 
movement in our relationship and in the ministry He may want us to do together. 
Last weekend, we are in the exploring stages of seeing what God would want for 
us to do together. We have noticed in the past that God has put a passion on our 
heart for people in “transition times”—college students and young adults, dating 
couples, married couples prior to having kids, married couples raising kids. We 
have also dreamed of owning our own retreat house ministry. Now is not the 
time, but we are starting to work towards that day when our children will be out of 
the house. Even if Anah stays with us, I am sure she will be quite independent by 
then (that’s one of our goals for her!).  
 
We need to look out, not just in. “Life has taught us that love does not consist of 
gazing at each other but in looking outward together in the same direction.”—
Antoine de Saint Exupery.  
 
What might the Lord be calling you and your husband to do together?  


